Compel Me A Reverse Harem Vampire
Romance The Las
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this compel me a reverse harem
vampire romance the las by online. You might not require more become old to spend to go to the book
foundation as without difficulty as search for them. In some cases, you likewise complete not discover the
statement compel me a reverse harem vampire romance the las that you are looking for. It will utterly
squander the time.
However below, behind you visit this web page, it will be so certainly easy to acquire as without difficulty
as download lead compel me a reverse harem vampire romance the las
It will not believe many get older as we accustom before. You can accomplish it while affect something
else at house and even in your workplace. thus easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we
provide under as competently as review compel me a reverse harem vampire romance the las what you in
the same way as to read!

The Scum Villain's Self-Saving System: Ren Zha Fanpai Zijiu Xitong (Novel) Vol. 1 Mo Xiang Tong Xiu
2021-12-14 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER! The blockbuster danmei/Boys’ Love novels from China
that inspired the animated Scumbag System series streaming in English! This hilarious story of a man
reborn as a villain in a fantasy novel series who ends up romancing the male protagonist is now in
English, for the very first time. Half-demon Luo Binghe rose from humble beginnings and a tortured past
to become unrivaled in strength and beauty. With his dominion over both the Human and Demon Realms
and his hundreds-strong harem, he is truly the most powerful protagonist...in a trashy webnovel series! At
least, that's what Shen Yuan believes as he finishes reading the final chapter in Proud Immortal Demon
Way. But when a bout of rage leads to his sudden death, Shen Yuan is reborn into the world of the novel
in the body of Shen Qingqiu--the beautiful but cruel teacher of a young Luo Binghe. While Shen Qingqiu
may have the incredible power of a cultivator, he is destined to be horrifically punished for crimes against
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the protagonist. The new Shen Qingqiu now has only one course of action: get into Luo Binghe's good
graces before the young man's rise to power or suffer the awful fate of a true scum villain! This Chinese
fantasy (xianxia) comedy built around the romanticized love between two men (danmei) has been
translated into numerous languages and inspired the animated series Scumbag System, which amassed
millions of streaming views--including the English version on YouTube through Tencent Video. As the first
novel series by Mo Xiang Tong Xiu to spur a global multimedia franchise, this incredibly fun tale led the
way to her future blockbusters in the danmei genre: Grandmaster of Demonic Cultivation and Heaven
Official's Blessing. The Seven Seas English-language edition will include exclusive, all-new covers and
interior illustrations from Xiao Tong Kong (Velinxi) and feature a translation by Faelicy (faelicy) & Lily
(lily_ocho).
Provoke Me: A Reverse Harem Vampire Romance Elena Lawson 2019-11-21 I've been captured. Don't
even get me started on how pissed off I am. My rage is raging. Azrael is the most powerful vampire I've
ever encountered, and I hate knowing I can't beat him. He's brought me to this creepy cave because he
thinks he can synthesize a cure for vampirism from my pure Vocari blood. I think he's insane. Doesn't
really matter, though. If I don't do what Azrael wants, he says he's going to hurt my guys. I can't allow
that. With no other option, I decide to be a good little Rose until I can find a way out of this mess. But
while I'm preoccupied with one ancient vampire, I discover there's another out for my blood. Azrael plans
to wield it. The other wants only to spill it. It seems I've been caught in a game of celestial tug-of-war
between the two oldest and strongest vampires on earth. What else could possibly go wrong?
______________________________________________________________ Provoke Me is the second
book in The Last Vocari series, a steamy new reverse harem vampire romance from bestselling author,
Elena Lawson. One-Click today, and immerse yourself in a world of supernatural romance, riveting
adventure, and shocking twists and turns that will keep you turning the pages until long past your bedtime.
Perfect for fans of Vampire Diaries, Patricia Briggs, A Shade of Vampire, Buffy the Vampire Slayer,
Laurell K. Hamilton, and Jeaniene Frost. AUTHOR'S NOTE: If you are offended by bad language, turned
off by violence, or cringe at adult themes then this series is not for you! If, however, you enjoy a main
character who curses like a trucker, stabs first and asks questions later, and isn't afraid to tell a man
exactly what she wants from him, then you've found your next read.
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Once Bitten Trina M. Lee 2010-02-23 Alexa O'Brien has never been like other people. A hunter of
supernatural rogues, she's a werewolf with unusual but extraordinary power. Power that fiercely draws her
to Arys, a mysterious vampire who awakens her dark side. What they create together is dangerous and
binding, forcing her to question the source of her abilities. She risks losing her remaining humanity as well
as the one man she dares to love.When Alexa's womanizing former lover and pack Alpha is framed for
murder, he turns to her for help. She would like nothing more than to watch karma at work but as the
body count rises, long buried secrets are exposed. Alexa is forced to face the painful truth that not
everyone is who she thinks they are. Not even her.
House Of Bears Amy Star 2020-04-17 "I was hooked from word 1. If you like kick butt women, super hot
and cheeky Alpha males, excitement and adventure then this book is for you" - Advanced Reader
★★★★★ From struggling to even find a match on Tinder to suddenly being desired by four muscle-bound
werebears. Life just got very interesting for Holly Smart... So it all began when I inherited a house in
Oregon from a grandmother I barely knew. This was strange enough on its own.But little did I know the
house came bundled with a bunch of hunky men who not only refused to leave but insisted I live with
them.Oh, and they were all shapeshifting WereBears! They said, it was my "destiny" to bear a child with
one of them and bring everlasting peace to all of the bear clans in the world.Sounds crazy right?Yet here I
am agreeing to it as there is something about these men that is just drawing me in.Anyway, strap yourself
in as this is where one hell of a freakin' story begins... If you like authors such as Lynsay Sands, Karen
Marie Moning or Deborah Harkness and also TV shows like Vampire Diaries, True Blood, Twilight or
anything that is steamy and paranormal then you will LOVE this! Scroll back up and pre order now with
one click.
The Vampire Curse J. R. Thorn 2020-08-04 The Vampire Curse is the complete series of Royal Covens
Books 1-3 where the main character does not have to choose between four vampires, or the new hotties
introduced in books 2 and 3, and ends up with six guys.
Crooked Crows Elena Lawson 2021-08-11 Unapologetically f*cked up. Heartlessly cruel. Broken beyond
repair. Corvus, Rook, and Grey - The Crows. Bred in a world of gang wars, violence, and secrets, they
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rule the bloody town of Thorn Valley and all the people in it...too bad for me I've never been good at
kissing ass or keeping quiet. Even if their savage spirits awaken something inside of me I thought was
long dead, I can't break. I won't. They think they scare me, that I'll run and hide, but the joke's on them.
The Crows aren't the first monsters I've faced, and they won't be the last. There are worse evils out there
waiting to take their stab at Ava Jade Mason. I say let them try. I'm tired of running. Tired of holding back
my darkness. Thorn Valley isn't ready for a new boogie man. Too bad I'm already here. Crooked Crows is
a dark enemies-to-lovers reverse harem romance, meaning the main character will have more than one
love interest. Warning: This series contains foul language, explicit sexual content, graphic depictions of
gang violence, and jealous/possessive themes. Recommended for readers aged eighteen and up. Please
read responsibly.
Newly Undead in Dark River Grace McGinty 2019-09-13 Welcome to Dark River. No one lives here.
When Mika ends up Undead in a ditch outside of Dark River, her life changed forever. The residents of
Dark River were all vampires, and now so was Mika. Life as a Vamp was surprisingly easy. Except one of
the residents of Dark River was her murderer. And they wanted to ensure Mika never rested in peace.
Angel Plum Pascal 2019-08-26 New York Times Bestselling Author, HP Mallory, brings you The Sacred
Oath Series which will appeal to Reverse Harem, Why Choose readers I don't know who I am or where I
came from. The only thing I do know is that I'm running from something. And there's a voice inside my
head that guides my every move... When I'm taken prisoner to be thrust into a lifetime of prostitution, I
learn I'm an angel. Yes, I bear the markings on my back: markings that reveal my wings have been
removed. But when my only ally, a foul-mouthed sprite, insists my wings are intact, I realize the danger
I'm facing. I need protection. And that protection can only come from three magically powerful men who
were destined to protect the balance between shadow and light: Dragan, a gargoyle and the King of
Shadow; Cambion, an elf and the King of Nature; and Baron, a vampire and the King of Death. At one
time there were four but Variant, the King of Light, grew greedy and usurped control for himself. He
banished Cambion to the Fae Realm and Dragan to the Shadow Realm. And he murdered Baron. And
now Variant is after me... --Reverse Harem --Why Choose? --Language warning --Sexual content --Humor
Check out the video trailer below! Excerpt from Dragan, the King of Shadow: "If the angel has no wings,
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there's no amount of my shadow magic that could make them appear," I say. It takes the sprite a moment
or two to understand what I'm getting at. Once he does, his eyes go wide and he begins shaking his
head, holding up his hands in obvious supplication. "Look, Shadow Prince, I dunno why yer magic ain't
workin' but I'm tellin' you what I saw. This angel got her wings," the sprite says, but he appears nervous.
"You'll see. Besides, it ain't like yer jist gonna leave her here, are ya?" He glances around and seems to
become frightened by his surroundings. The Shadow Realm is hardly safe, littered as it is by bloodthirsty
creatures and the undead. Were I to leave the sprite and the girl here alone, they would undoubtedly be
killed within a half hour, at most. And even I'm not that horrible...
Unitary Lexy Timms Two worlds. Five men. And one of them still alive. Kyle's survival rocked my world,
but the revelation of my pregnancy brings about my worst fears. Indictment into the very prophecy I am
running from. The Primal Council is fractured. War looms before us. Eradication versus transfiguration,
and not one human is safe. The Council is preparing for war and I'm carrying a deadly secret. One that
threatens to fracture the bond I have with the men around me. The Council can't have me, and no one
wants me fighting. The village wants to claim me and the Primals want to protect me. I'm torn between
two sides, and a choice has to be made. Will the Council wipe out the humans? Use their serum to turn
them into us? We all need answers, but there's one question I ask myself more than any other. Will my
men really force me to choose just one? Because I'm honestly not sure I can.
Vampire Kingdom 1: The Trade Leigh Walker 2019-03-27 "Bombshell after bombshell kept on coming
which made it near impossible to put this book down!" - Book Review One life. One love. One chance…to
finally get it right. After the devastating loss of her mother and sister, high-school senior Victoria Edwards
is worried she’s going crazy. First, she sees a handsome boy floating outside of her room. Then she
receives a mysterious letter asking her to go to a nearby pond at midnight. I’ll be waiting for you on the
other side, the side you can’t see from here, it reads. Intrigued, Tori investigates—but suddenly finds
herself in a different time and place. It’s the year 3130, and she’s smack-dab in the middle of the
Kingdom. The Vampire Kingdom. She sees him in the kingdom, the same boy from outside her window,
and learns he’s a prince. Most likely a vampire prince. Against her will, Tori’s entered in The Trade, in
which pretty young maidens are offered as sacrifices to the royals in exchange for crops. In a first for the
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competition, Prince Dominic proposes to the candidate of his choice—who happens to be a very reluctant
Tori. Once she enters the royal compound, she learns that the kingdom is even more treacherous than
she could have ever imagined. The prince and his family are dangerous, but Dominic holds the key to
secrets about Tori’s past…and more importantly, her future. If she lives long enough to have one. Book 1
of the Vampire Kingdom Trilogy! Vampire Kingdom 1: The Trade Vampire Kingdom 2: The Pact Vampire
Kingdom 3: The Claim
Wicked Trials: A Dark Gang Romance Elena Lawson 2021-11-18 This wasn't supposed to happen. I was
supposed to glide through senior year unnoticed and ride into the sunset on the back of my aunt's inflated
bank account. I was supposed to be in control. Now they are. The trials will last 60 days. They can
happen anytime, anyplace, and anyone or anything is fair game. I won't see them coming. I'll need to be
ready at all times. Prepared to fight, to steal, to save, and to kill at Diesel St. Crow's command. While I sit
on standby, he's ordered his sons to keep an eye on me, and they've become my own personal wardens.
Corvus, Rook, and Grey. Their watchful stares will make destroying them from the inside harder than I
planned for. But as truths are dragged out of the shadows and new dangers emerge, I may be forced to
accept that they are more than armed roadblocks in my path. They might also be my only hope of
survival. Wicked Trials is a full-length dark enemies-to-lovers reverse harem romance, meaning the main
character will have more than one love interest. It is book two in the Boys of Briar Hall series and should
be read after Crooked Crows. Warning: This is a dark gang romance. It contains foul language, explicit
sexual content, graphic depictions of gang violence, dubcon, and jealous/possessive themes.
Recommended for readers aged eighteen and up. Please read responsibly.
A Court of Blood and Void Meg Xuemei X 2018-08-04 They call me beautiful. They call me a monster.
Soon, they'll call me death.As a direct descendant of the God of Death, Cassandra Saélihn is considered
the most dangerous monster of all time. Her own mother locks her in a cage to protect the world from her
lethal potential. Cass thought this imprisoned life would be her fate, but then four sexy, formidable
warriors--a vampire lord, twin fae princes, and a demigod--find her.They claim she's not a monster, but a
powerful weapon, one who can kill the Olympian gods, who have returned to Earth with a vengeance. But
Cass has a mind of her own and can't be told what to do, no matter how drawn she is to her four warrior
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saviors. To their dismay, the four warriors can't tame the wild, cunning, and volatile Cass. But they have a
bigger problem--their growing attraction toward her.To turn the woman they desire into the ultimate
weapon and ensure Earth's survival, they'll have to conquer her body and heart, which seems even more
impossible than winning the war against the atrocious gods. But nothing turns these alpha males on more
than an impossible dare. And nothing turns Cass on more than being stalked.Warning: This is a full-length
reverse harem fantasy/paranormal romance that features one hell of strong woman and her four powerful
supernatural mates. It contains brutal battles, explicit love scenes, raw language, magic, swordfights,
Greek gods, dark fae, vampires, shifters, and a lot of assholes.
Shifted Soul Elena Lawson 2020-04-15 I'm not just Allie Grace anymore. A beast slumbers beneath the
surface of my skin. I have new urges and impulses. Not to mention a hot temper that flares up at the
slightest provocation. But that's not all-apparently, I'm also mated. It's like a part of my soul has been
sucked out, cleaved in two, and deposited into Jared and Clay. The strange otherworldly force tying us
together is all but impossible to ignore. I try my best, though. At least until other packs catch wind of the
new wolf in Forest Grove. The one who has not yet chosen her pack. The one with two tails and a will
strong enough to challenge one of the strongest alphas in the state. To some, I'm a prize to be claimed. A
trophy wolf that should be studied and admired. But to others, I'm dangerous. An unknown variable that
could pose a threat to an entire race. With no other option, I'll have to trust in my newfound animal
instinct, and in the two shifters who've each claimed a piece of my soul.
______________________________________________________________________ SHIFTED SOUL is
the second book in Elena Lawson's #1 bestselling wolf shifter series, The Wolves of Forest Grove. It's a
full-length paranormal romance you won't want to miss about two swoon-worthy shifters and the feisty
heroine caught between them.Scroll up and One-Click today to get your copy of this thrilling new young
adult shifter romance!
Filthy Rich Vampires: The Complete Duet Andie M. Long 2022-01-18 Author Andie M. Long brings you a
steamy duo of paranormal romance in this why choose boxset. One journalist looking for secrets of the
filthy rich. Four vampires looking for a mate to share. FILTHY RICH PLAYERS Carter, Flynn, Smith, and
Jayden are sons of the Billionaire elite of Carbon Beach. All play and no work, their reputation of treating
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women badly lands on gossip columnist Serena Saxton’s desk. Eager for an expose that will whisk her
away from her mediocre Manhattan house-share, she jumps at the chance to travel to Malibu and unearth
the secrets of the infamous players. But their darkest secret is one she couldn't have foreseen – they're
vampires, looking for one woman to love and to share, and they think Serena might be the one… FILTHY
RICH HUSBANDS Finally, they've found the woman of their dreams… and they want her to be their wife.
Carter, Flynn, Smith, and Jayden, are now living with, and loved-up with, Serena… but is it all about to turn
into a nightmare? After unearthing a secret about her past, Serena feels she needs to focus on that
before thinking about the future. Not to mention, Smith needs to deal with his demons, and they aren't all
in his mind. Carter's and Flynn's careers begin to soar, and Jayden's ex returns to Carbon Beach. Can
they move forward together when life is pulling them apart? This steamy omnibus has high heat and high
drama - well, they are vampires after all!
Spells of Mist and Spirit Sarah Piper 2021-03-18 How dark are you willing to go for the ones you love?
Our enemy claims that the darkness lives in all Arcana. That in a world of light and shadow, one cannot
exist without the other. That we're all but one tragedy away from giving in. Even the mages who’ve sworn
to love and protect me. Even me—the Star herself. We call ourselves the Light Arcana, but the enemy's
right. I’ve seen that darkness. Tasted it. Felt it flickering inside me like a black flame. The Dark Acrana
have taken nearly everything from me. My parents. My friends. My magick. My men. No more. It's time to
ignite that flame. It's time to show them what happens when the Star blazes hot enough to burn.
My Pretend Marriage to the Vampire Billionaire Maria Warren A reverse harem paranormal romance
Trisha loses her job, is down on her luck, and ready for a life of ramen and peanut butter sandwiches,
decides to treat herself to one final great meal and there she meets Ryan Rosewood, sizzling hot
Hollywood Elite and he's got a proposal for her. One night, one party, just pretend to be his loving wife to
trick some pesky relatives. In return, he'll give her enough money to set her up for at least a year. As
Trisha pretends to be the perfect wife, things go south. Her secret is discovered and used against her by
a hot underwear model, that wants her to be his. And when Ryan's ruse doesn't quite work, Trisha finds
herself in even more trouble as she's stuck in Ryan's mansion with him and his secrets and the
knowledge that if she continues to fail, her very life could be at stake. And if that's not enough of
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problems for her, there's the little fact that Ryan Rosewood isn't a human at all, in fact he's a vampire and
nothing in his life is ordinary at all.
Succubus Sins J. R. Thorn 2019-01-22 I'm about to make the seven deadly sins my bitch. See this tattoo
across my stomach? Yeah, the one with seven crazy runes. Ignore the pink one on the far right, that's
Sarah. I love her, but she's not one of my four. That was a hard lesson to learn. I tried being loyal to her.
Even went to a stinky Succubi Den to get a snack or two just to stay alive. Well, that didn't work out, and
now I'm stuck trying to charge some dusty old relic my mother left behind. Turns out there's some crazy
destiny tied to my tattoo, which is actually a birthmark and all about the end of the world. Sounds fun, sort
of, not really. I've met rune #1, and he wasn't at all what I'd expected. It wasn't love at first sight. Maybe
hate at first sight. Pretty sure he hates my guts. But that's okay, maybe rune #2 will bring him around.
This end of the world stuff is just getting started, and I have a feeling one of my very own sins is the one
stirring the pot. The Incubus King, what sin might he be? Lust... my favorite one. Bring it on. Author's
Note: This is a fast-burn reverse harem story. It includes explicit language and sexual situations. Intended
for audiences 18 years and older. As this is a series, there will be a cliffhanger.
Cursed in Love Zoe Ashwood 2021-06-16 In a magical race around the world, there can only be one
winner. My powers weren't enough to save my mother from an excruciating death. But I won't stand by
and watch anybody else I love suffer. The spells I need to protect us all are locked away, sealed by a
magic I can't break. The only key is conning my way into the magical elite and winning their deadly
competition. I can't do it alone. Levi has my back. He's a strong witch, my best friend, and fiercest
protector. Raphael might be my ex, but his vampire powers give us an edge. And then there's Isak.
Dragon shifter, with his own secrets and reasons to win. But in a competition full of witches whose powers
outweigh my own, dangers arise from every corner of the globe. Until one thing becomes clear. We aren't
just playing to win. We're playing to live. Cursed in Love is the first book in a "why choose" paranormal
romance trilogy. Order your copy today!
Vampire by Blood Cyndi Faria 2019-03-09 Necromancy isn't pretty and Vampires aren't exactly dead. USA
Today's Best-Selling Author Cyndi Faria, introduces Vampire by Blood, book one of her new Faeted
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Vampire series... When a deceased witch informs Tricia McIntyre she's a fae princess who's being hunted
by an ancient vampire, she turns to her best friend Sergeant Riley Sweetwater. Problem is, he's buried in
the town cemetery, and she hates him for dying on her. Until she uncovers his secret. Tricia and Riley
were never meant to cross paths after he went dark. Especially since he's experiencing some kind of
immortal transition of his own. But they do, and she's hunting the same vamp responsible for killing his
squad. Forced together, Tricia's trying not to kill Riley with her uncontrolled Fae powers, while he's
struggling not to drink her dry. As they must battle their love-hate-lust relationship, they search for the one
who holds the secrets to saving humankind before a dark supernatural destroys them all.
Compel Me Elena Lawson 2019-08-30 I go by Rose. But don't let the delicate name fool you-I'm all
thorns... The polished metal stakes strapped to my thighs have pierced the hearts of so many vampires
I've lost count. And after five years I still haven't found him-the vamp with one blue eye and one brown.
The one who slaughtered my mother and left me, a child, to sit screaming in a pool of her still-warm
blood. With any luck, he'll come to me. You see, I've made something of a name for myself with my trade.
It seems more and more of the bloodsucking bastards seek to find me every day. Each of them wanting
to be the one to say they plucked The Black Rose. It's not until a group of three finds me that I think I've
finally met my match. But these aren't just any nameless, faceless vamps. I know them. Or, at least, I
knew them-when they were still human. Worst of all, I owe them a debt. But paying it means I'll need to
face my worst fear... that I may not be entirely human, either
____________________________________________________________________________ Compel Me
is the start to a steamy new reverse harem vampire romance from bestselling author, Elena Lawson. OneClick today, and immerse yourself in a world of supernatural romance, riveting adventure, and shocking
twists and turns that will keep you turning the pages until long past your bedtime. Perfect for fans of
Vampire Diaries, Patricia Briggs, A Shade of Vampire, Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Laurell K. Hamilton, and
Jeaniene Frost. AUTHOR'S NOTE: If you are offended by bad language, turned off by violence, or cringe
at adult themes then this series is not for you! If, however, you enjoy a main character who curses like a
trucker, stabs first and asks questions later, and isn't afraid to tell a man exactly what she wants from him,
then you've found your next read.
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House of Vampires 5 Samantha Snow 2020-04-13 The fun continues in another EPIC saga. Secure your
copy now! Lorena awakens in the Fae Court, with only one clear memory; that she is engaged to the
Prince of Shadows. While she struggles to remember her past, Lorena must navigate the Seven Courts
while people try to steal her fiance, challenge her to duels, and outright assassinate her. Can she survive
long enough to piece together the puzzle of her life? Scroll back up and one click yours asap!
The Slayer's Reverse Harem: The Complete Series Holly Ryan 2020-12-03 Join Belle Harrison, vampire
slayer, and her three sexy vampires in this complete series! “Marry the devil…or die.” That’s the ultimatum
Belle Harrison, vampire slayer, just received from a demon. Belle has only one response: To hell with him.
Turns out it’s not that easy, though—apparently the devil doesn’t know the meaning of the word no. Lucky
for Belle, three panty-melting vampires come to her aid. Three hot vampires she can’t resist. Hey, we all
have our vices. Hers just happen to have fangs. And she’s going to need these three to help her thwart
the devil’s marriage proposal and defeat the terrifying dark force that wants her dead. Contains: Vampires
Don't Give Hickeys Cuddling Sucks in Coffins Stakes Have Sword Envy Devils Are Prickly Bastards
Slayers Give Happy Endings Some Swans Don't Swim **This is a quick-burn reverse harem vampire
romance.**
Compelled by the Vampire Kellie McAllen 2018-07-09 How do you survive when you become the one thing
you despise? It's vamps like Roric who make humans believe vampires have a right to live in human
society. He doesn't drink human blood, he's never even taken a vein, and the idea of infecting a human is
abhorrent to him. As leader of the Vampire Enforcement Agency, his job is to find and capture the vamps
who betray humans' recently-earned trust. Until one human woman tempts him to break all the rules.
When Roric intercepts a rogue vamp attack and finds Caroline dying, he can't resist her blood or her
beauty, and in a moment of passion he does the unthinkable. But Caroline despises the monsters who
killed her parents, and she'd rather die than be a vampire. With vamp attacks at an all-time high and
Caroline resisting him at every turn, Roric's job, his family, even his life is at risk. Worse, Caroline's
attacker wants her just as bad as Roric does, and he knows Roric's secret. Roric will do anything to earn
Caroline's trust, but can he keep her safe long enough to convince her that life as a vampire isn't a death
sentence? If you like sexy, thrilling paranormal romance/urban fantasy stories by authors like JR Ward,
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Bella Forrest, and IT Lucas, you'll love Compelled by the Vampire. This PNR/UF series is appropriate for
ages 18+ . Scroll up and grab your copy now!
Immortal Truths Lacey Carter Andersen 2021-01-29 They sought to silence me.They wanted me as their
tool.Fortunately, they underestimated me.I knew too much, so they took my memories away. But even
without them, I'm a force to be reckoned with. Because our enemies might call themselves angels, but the
devil knows better.Well, maybe not the devil himself, but my demons sure as hell do.With my three
supernatural men at my side, we'll do whatever it takes to make this world right again. Even if it means
overthrowing the angels, and heaven itself, to restore the balance of all the realms.Only, we're not the
ones who need to rule. The chosen immortals are. And they've been hidden away, so if we can't find
them in time, this war will be lost.The clock is ticking, and the search is on...IMMORTAL TRUTHS is the
second book in a steamy paranormal reverse harem romance. It has three sexy demons, druids,
gargoyles, mages, and bad angels. So if you're looking for a new and unexpected twist on heaven and
hell, grab your copy of Immortal Truths. (This book was previously released titled "Rebel Lies.")
Destroy Me: A Reverse Harem Vampire Romance Elena Lawson 2021-01-28 "Raphael is dead to me
already," Azrael told me through gritted teeth. "He was the dead the moment he lifted a finger against
you." The explosive conclusion to The Last Vocari series is here. Follow Rose as she takes her place
among the monsters she once hunted to fight her greatest battle yet.
The Collection Mika Lane 2018-08
Blood Nor Money Colette Rhodes 2021-01-05 The five rules of immortality: 1. Don't go out in the sun.2.
Don't get decapitated.3. Guard the territory. 4. Don't kill the humans.5. Never trust men. And most
importantly...Never trust men. Blood Nor Money is a standalone vampire reverse harem romance suitable
for readers 18+
The Born Vampire Series (the Complete Series) Elizabeth Dunlap 2019-06-23 **Slow Build Reverse Harem
YA Paranormal Romance** Includes six complete novels! Knight of the Hunted, Child of the Outcast, War
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of the Chosen, Bite of the Fallen, Rise of the Monsters, and Time of the Ancients, all in one volume! ***-*** As mentioned in the description, this is a slow build reverse harem paranormal romance. You may not
see the harem for several books, but don't fret! It's definitely there! If slow build isn't your thing, that's
completely fine! But if you don't mind waiting a little for it, keep reading!
Seduced by Power: A Reverse Harem Fantasy Romance Elena Lawson 2019-01-05 The pulse-pounding
conclusion to The Queen's Consorts series is here!Until now, my Graces and my guardians have been
enough to get me through every trial I've faced-but not this time. This time is different. The Mad King is
coming with an army to claim my throne, and he won't stop until I'm dead.To save my males and my
court, I'll need to forge new alliances-but will they answer my call for aid? Or are they just as likely to put
my head on a pike as he is?At least I'm not alone. Alaric, Finn, Kade, and Tiernan will stand at my side
no matter what I decide to do. But as they teach me more about my Graces and how to wield them, I'm
beginning to understand... unlocking the amount of power I'll need to destroy the Mad King might just kill
me.SEDUCED BY POWER is the third and final installment in this medium-burn reverse harem fantasy
romance. Read the series fans are calling 'fast-paced & sexy as hell!'. Filled with irresistible Fae warriors,
ancient magic, and non-stop action that'll have you up all night turning the pages.*Series now complete!
#WhyChooseSCROLL UP AND ONE-CLICK NOW!
Shifted Fate Elena Lawson 2019-12-22 Jared Stone is a freaking wolf. And I don't mean that
metaphorically, either... I thought I had it bad-living in my dead Dad's old hunting blind in the woods,
barely staying alive on apples and ramen...that was before the storm hit and destroyed the only form of
shelter I had left. Enter, Jared. The hottest-and most unavailable-guy at school. Except he wasn't Jared
when he pulled me out of the mud. He wasn't even human. As if that wasn't unsettling enough, when he
brought me back to his cabin, I found he wasn't alone. Another guy, one I'd only ever heard about in
whispers beneath the bleachers, was there too. Clayton Armstrong: bad boy extraordinaire. And it turned
out, he wasn't human either. Mindf*ck, right? At first, all I want to do is run away. But I have nowhere to
go, and for whatever messed up reason, Jared is insistent that I stay. Despite Clay's loud protests. So,
now I'm stuck in a cabin in the woods with two hot as hell wolf shifters. One who wants to protect me.
And another who wants to eat me for lunch... What could go wrong?
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_______________________________________________________________________________
SHIFTED FATE is the first book in Elena Lawson's new fated-mates shifter series. It's a full-length
paranormal romance you won't want to miss about two swoon-worthy alphas and the feisty heroine caught
between them. Scroll up and One-Click today to get your copy of this thrilling new young adult shifter
romance!
Thy Kingdom Come: A Reverse Harem Vampire Paranormal Romance Rene Folsom 2020-02-23 It’s official.
I am the world’s worst stripper. From the orphanage to the stage, I’ve always been the black sheep.
People avoid me like the plague… Until I meet Semion—the only purebred vampire in the Relic area of
New York State. He is also the only man who has ever intrigued me and brings me back from the
overwhelming darkness that is my life. So when I am introduced to others of his kind, I’m taken by
surprise just how many of them speak to my soul. But regardless of how much I finally fit in, I am still
damaged. I still require the blood it takes to lead. It’s not until I am presented to the purest of vampires
that my path to destiny is set in stone. Abandoned at birth and rescued as a stripper, I find myself forced
into a position of worth—a reign I will make true on, or die trying.
Claimed by Night Elena Lawson 2018-09-24 My entire life has been a boring montage of skipping stones,
listening to lectures, and waiting for my mother to die. Now the wait is over. The Queen of the Night Court
has been assassinated, and her throne is mine to claim. But not everyone at court wants me to rule... To
make matters worse, my godsforsaken ancestors haven't graced me with magic, and an ungraced queen
could never keep her crown. The only solace I find is in the arms of my four fae warriors. Charming,
devoted, and maddeningly eager to please
Darkness Bound Sarah Piper 2018-06-14 “We are, all of us, bound for darkness.” Ten years ago, my
mother was brutally murdered before my eyes. Now, after killing my best friend and kidnapping dozens of
other witches, the hunter who stalked my nightmares for a decade is ready to unleash his twisted fury on
me. Good thing I’ve got backup: five strong, impossibly sexy supernatural guardians who’d do anything to
keep me safe. With my rebels by my side, the hunter can’t hurt me. But the disappearance of Blackmoon
Bay’s witches has shifted the balance of power, leaving our communities in upheaval. Add in a rogue
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vampire from my past, traitorous supernaturals wreaking havoc in the Bay, and the dark magic I still can’t
control? We’re staring down some bleak odds. My loyal protectors have helped me face down every
threat, and I love them for it—more than they realize. But in the end, there are some battles a witch must
fight on her own. Starting with the ones raging inside. DARKNESS BOUND is book two in The Witch's
Rebels, a red hot paranormal reverse harem romance series featuring a kickass witch and the sexy
supernatural guardians fated to protect her. Expect sizzling paranormal romance, dark magic, and plenty
of supernatural thrills.
War of Fangs L. A. Boruff 2019-03-04 Vampires? Hell, no. Five years ago, my world was turned upside
down when my husband and sons disappeared without a trace. I mourned, I searched, and when I got no
answers, I began to prepare. Nobody would catch me vulnerable again.I was wrong to think my life
couldn't get any crazier. Now there's two vampires at my door telling me my missing family wasn't
human...and neither am I. I have a chance to regain everything I've lost. But first, I have to find the truth
about my heritage. All while fighting the overwhelming attraction I have for my missing husband's best
friends. No matter what, my mourning is done. My life is in my control again. And I will burn the world to
the ground to get my family back. Please note, The Unseen Series is a polyamorous love story featuring a
strong woman, danger at every corner, and adult themes written for an adult audience. You might want to
have a fan ready to cool yourself down when you read this...or not. You were warned.
Vampire's Kiss Ella Summers 2016-10-26 Once you sip the Nectar of the gods, there's no going
back.Leda Pierce is working as a paranormal bounty hunter on the Frontier, the dividing line between
human civilization and the plains of monsters. Life is simple and the pay modest, but at least she has her
family. That is, until a vampire hunt goes wrong and her brother goes missing, captured by the dark
angels of hell.With no magical powers of her own and no way to find him, Leda's only option is to go to
New York and join the Legion of Angels, an elite unit of supernatural soldiers with powers gifted to them
by the gods themselves. If she can survive long enough to make it up the ranks, she will gain the magic
she needs to find her brother.But Leda soon finds herself on the wrong side of a conspiracy that will
shake up the supernatural world-and at the mercy of a fiercely powerful and tempting angel.Vampire's
Kiss is the first book in the Legion of Angels series.
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Radiant Light Chloe Adler 2018-04-12 Iphigenia Holt, the sweetest witch with the biggest heart continues
to tumble down, not only circus silks, but also through a harem of lofty admirers.
Happily Undead in Dark River Grace McGinty 2020-01-30 When her long-overdue first real date with the
Sheriff is interrupted by someone bleeding on the floor of the diner, Raine began to wonder if there was
even such a thing as happily-ever-after? It sure seemed like the Universe was mad she hadn't died in that
ditch all those months ago. But no one was unlucky enough to die twice in one year, right?
Shifted Rule Elena Lawson 2020-08-08 Fool me once, shame on you. Fool me twice...I don't think so. I
hated Ryland from the start. Now that he's my alpha, hate is nowhere near a strong enough word. I'm
barely holding on as it is, I don't need him barking orders at me every chance he gets. Layla and Viv
aren't speaking to me, and I mean, I can't really blame them. Each day brings them closer to a full moon
that could change them both forever. And there's nothing I can do to stop it. At least I have Jared and
Clay. I think we may have found the answer to our little mate bond problem and I finally feel...happy. But
then I begin to unravel a secret decades in the making. One that shakes me to my core and makes my
wolf feral with rage. The time for recklessness and fear is at an end. I'll do whatever it takes to protect my
mates and my friends, even if it means making the ultimate sacrifice. My enemy is about to learn that no
one messes with my family.
______________________________________________________________________ SHIFTED RULE is
the stunning conclusion to Elena Lawson's #1 bestselling wolf shifter series, The Wolves of Forest Grove.
Scroll up and One-Click today to get your copy of this thrilling YA shifter romance!
Of Wolves & Witches Elena Lawson 2019-02-23 Follow Harper Hawkins as she unravels more than she
bargained for in OF WOLVES AND WITCHES, the first book in the Arcane Arts Academy series, an
exciting new paranormal romance perfect for fans of Vampire Academy, Legacies, and Hex Hall!
Redeem Me Elena Lawson 2020-03-03 In the latest Last Vocari novel, set in bestselling author Elena
Lawson's World of Thorn, cunning vampire huntress Rose takes her place at the heart of a battle that's
been waging for centuries. After the shitstorm in the streets of Baton Rouge, one thing has become
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startlingly clear: I'm not safe, and as long as I'm still breathing, I may never be. I could accept that if it
didn't also jeopardize the safety of my guys. I wish I could walk away-save them. I can't. The bonds we've
formed won't be easily severed. Our lives are fused together now, for better or worse. Even unto death.
To save us all, I'll have to break every single one of my own rules. Starting with placing my trust in the
hands of the ancient vampire who's been holding me captive for weeks. It's time for Azrael to face what
he's been avoiding for a thousand years: his deranged brother needs to die, and he may be the only
being on this earth able to kill him. Together, the five of us will concoct a plan to end his dark crusade.
But I can't decide if it's pure genius or the downright stupidest idea I've ever heard. Either way, it has to
work. If it doesn't, it will be the undoing of us all.One-Click today and be the first to get book 3 in Elena
Lawson's Last Vocari series! Immerse yourself in a world of steamy supernatural romance, riveting
adventure, and shocking twists and turns that will keep you turning the pages until long past your bedtime.
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